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Staging the Problem: One-Sixth of RHIC (EIC HSR)

• Linear design “straightforward”
－Then perturbative, “order-by-order” design

• Challenges driven by technology/engineering, 
cost/performance optimization/tradeoffs

• Many (nonlinearly) coupled parameters
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• Why?
－Human managable (complexity, risks)
－Human operator tunable
－Robust to small (technical) perturbations



Staging the Problem: Accelerator Physics Design Challenges
• Computer optimization methods have been used in accelerator physics “forever”
－Modifications of iterative linear (and perturbative) methods

• Orbit correction, MICADO, linear SVD methods; Optics parameter iterative design matching
－Late 80’s, early 90’s: neural networks for control

• e.g. orbit correction (Bozoki, Parseh, et al.)
• Applications in AI/ML in accelerator physics has been developing over many years
－Complex adaptive control/operations, large data set fault classification
－MOGA techniques started earlier for device design optimization

• e.g. SRF electron guns, injector design optimization
• Some challenges to AI/ML adoption in accelerator design space
－Simulations are computationally complex: o(108-11) particles for o(106-10) turns, fidelity/stability

• Speed/scale may be improved o(x10) with symplectified maps (e.g. SLAC PEP-II in 1990s)
－High intensity Coulomb interactions with everything: self-, colliding beam, environment
－Most beam dynamics problems are nonlinear where they are interesting
－Many cost/schedule/performance/technical tradeoffs: “art of design” and risk management
－Many tradeoffs (field quality, construction tolerances/errors vs costs, R&D time, capability)
－Environmental dynamical factors (ground motion/microphonics, temperatures, power stability)

• All of these challenges are applicable to future accelerator machine design (EIC?)
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Staging the Problem: Component Design (SRF gun)

• MOGA is regularly used for accelerator 
component design optimization
－Few dozen parameters (or fewer)

－Pareto front optimization tradeoffs
－Incorporate (some) engineering constraints

• Reflects design sim maturity/robustness
－Translate input parameters to relevant 

optimization quantities
－Consistent smoothness, convergence
－Still require human intervention near 

parametric singularities

• ... but with simplifying assumptions
－Fidelity/scope/performance tradeoffs
－MANY different codes/approaches
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Also see A. Hofler
https://tinyurl.com/y6tsptk4

ELBE SRF Photogun
1.3 GHz, 10 kW

https://tinyurl.com/y6tsptk4


Advanced Accelerator Modeling and Simulation: Snowmass White Paper

• Snowmass process
－7-10 year community process
－Sponsored by APS DPF

• Large influence on accelerator R&D
－Input to US HEPAP/P5

• A natural community focus for accelerator 
modeling (design) priorities/strategies

• Authorship included many leaders of 
accelerator AI/ML community

• Sets out recommendations for next 
generation of accelerator modeling
－Likely the foundations of future advanced 

accelerator design approaches
－Progress being made (NP/HEP/ASCR...)
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.08335

https://snowmass-compf2-accbeammodel.github.io

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.08335
https://snowmass-compf2-accbeammodel.github.io/


White Paper Recommendations
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• Develop a comprehensive portfolio of particle accelerator 

and beam physics modeling tools in support of achieving 

Accelerator and Beam Physics Thrust Grand Challenges on 

intensity, quality, control, and prediction. 

• Develop software infrastructure to enable end-to-end virtual 
accelerator modeling and corresponding virtual twins of 

particle accelerators. 

• Develop advanced algorithms and methods including 
AI/ML modalities and quantum computing technologies. 

• Develop efficient and scalable software frameworks and 

associated tools to effectively leverage next generation high 

performance and high-throughput computing hardware. 

• Develop sustainable and reliable code maintenance 

practices, community benchmarking capabilities, and 

training opportunities to foster the cooperative application of 

accelerator software. 

• Foster an open community that spans academia, national 

labs and industry to (a) develop software ecosystems, 

libraries, frameworks and standards, (b) curate data 

repositories, and (c) establish dedicated centers and 

distributed consortia with open governance models. 

Laser Wakefield Acceleration

Proton Wakefield Acceleration

https://physics.aps.org/articles/v12/19

https://tinyurl.com/3mfzu7m4
Nanoplasmonic channel acceleration

VERY nonlinear supercomputing cutting-edge examples

https://physics.aps.org/articles/v12/19
https://tinyurl.com/3mfzu7m4


Virtual/Digital Twins in Accelerator Design

• Community is “boostrapping” virtual/digital twins 
of many accelerators
－Inexpensive training/testing for new AI/ML 

operations techniques
－Natural extension of control room online 

modeling
－(Also useful for operator training!)

• White paper:
－These will enable the design and optimization 

of future accelerators at scale on 
supercomputers, with unprecedented levels of 
accuracy and speed. This capability will 
dramatically increase the breadth of 
parameter space that can be explored, 
thereby enabling the design of particle 
accelerators that have not been possible 
before.
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https://doi.org/10.18429/JACoW-IPAC2021-TUPAB327

https://journals.aps.org/prab/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.17.030701

https://doi.org/10.18429/JACoW-IPAC2021-TUPAB327
https://journals.aps.org/prab/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.17.030701


Hot Off The Presses: Algorithm Improvements

• Community is paying close attention to 
fundamental algorithm AI/ML research
－Some algorithm improvements will 

directly affect accelerator modeling 
bottlenecks
－Even linear scaling advances improve 

computational reach, fidelity

• Recent advances even being made in 
computational linear algebra!
－e.g. by AlphaTensor
－“tensor decompositions within a finite 

factor space” parallels general control 
problem

• accelerator physics design problem: 
decompose multidimensional 
observables to multidimensional knobs
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Hot Off The Presses: Chaotic System Parameterization

• Improvements in nonlinear/chaotic 
system forecasting
－Surrogate model parameter 

reduction
－Large improvements (~102) in 

fidelity training speed

• Potential applicability to accelerator 
surrogate models
－Especially interesting for initial 

nonlinear design (advantageous 
symmetries)

• Dimensionality reduction may also 
produce new accelerator tuning 
approaches
－Near stability boundaries
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54 registrants as of 10/10/22



Closing Comments

• Accelerator design has been “traditional” for 60+ years
－Modular, linear (and nonlinear perturbative) design

• Nonlinear computational/conceptual complexity scales badly when improving broad fidelity
－Driven by component technology advances, complexity reduction, risk aversion, operability
－Modeling for design has been driven by these approaches

• Accelerator component improvements have benefitted from MOGA/AI/ML
－e.g. parameterizable optimizable components like SRF cavities, most magnets
－Very advanced components (crab SRF cavities, complex SC magnets) still bespoke design

• Community effort identified goals of next-generation accelerator modeling/design
－Snowmass advanced accelerator modeling and simulation white paper
－Recommendations on virtual twins, advanced algorithms, common frameworks

• Very active (understaffed) community
－Exciting new developments from all of AI/ML (algorithms, learning, control, analysis)
－3rd ICFA beam dynamics mini-workshop: Chicago Nov 1-4
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